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Summary 

The reversible metal to insuiator transition that coincidentally was observed during hydrogen 
loading of an yttrium film, is accompanied by a change of a shiny mirror into a transparent 
window. This special property has also been observed during the loading of other rare earth 
elements with hydrogen from the dihydride to the trihydride state. 
The optica! and electronic behavior of these materials is not only interesting from a 
technological point of view, but also from a fundamental perspective. By means of a 
controlled mechanism of hydrogen loading, in this case electrochemistry, the metal to 
insuiator transition can be achieved stepwise, which enables us to study the intermediate 
transition phases. 
In this work, gadolinium-magnesium and yttrium-lanthanum alloys have been investigated, 
using spectroscopie reflection ellipsometry. Measurements on several Gd-Mg compounds 
have given an insight in tuning the optica! properties of the film, by means of the Mg 
concentration. During hydrogenation, highly reflective Mg clusters are formed that dominate 
the optica! behavior of Mg-rich films, until the transparent MgH2 has developed. 
Ellipsometric measurements on Y -La alloys give strong indications for the presence a of 
metallic contribution in the near trihydride state. This supports speculations about the 
formation of a two dimensional superstructure in hydrogen deficient trihydride, which, until 
now, is a subject of discussion. 
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1 Introduetion 

1.1 A surprising phenomenon 

The remarkable optical and electrooie behavior of yttrium hydrides were frrst observed by 
Huiberts et al. [1] intheir quest for superconductivity in 'dirty' metallic atomie hydrogen. They 
had to cape with a practical problem; to achleve superconductivity, hydragen had to be forced 
into the metallic farm under very high pressure. As a salution to this problem, there was the 
idea of polluting the hydragen with a eertaio element, like yttrium, to lower the required 
pressure and to rnaintaio superconductivity. When, in 1995, this hypothesis was worked out, 
Huiberts discovered by coincidence sorne amazing optical properties of yttrium hydride. When 
deposited as a thin film, the YH2 to YH3 transition is accompanied by a transition of a shiny 
mirror to· a transparent window. (figure. 1.1). This transition is special in the sense that it 
occurs at room temperature, is reversible and relatively fast and is the result of a variation in 
hydragen concentration. The roetal to semiconductor transition has been reported befare for 
yttrium dihydride to yttrium trihydride, however, this was for bulk samples which pulverize 
under high hydragen laad and therefore optical transitions have never been observed. 

a) 

figure 1.1: The behavior of a 500 nm thick yttrium 
film covered with 20 nm palladium proteetion layer, 
which is loaded with hydrogen. a) shows the metallic 
state, before the yttrium film is hydrogenated. 
Virtually all photons in the visible energy range are 
rejlected. b) the near-dihydride state (x-1.8), the 
film is reflective and the weak red transmission 
window is also visible. c) the near trihydride state, 
the film has become yellowish transparent under a 
hydrogen pressure of J(Y Pa at room temperature. 
The additional reflectance is due to the Pd protective 
film. From [1]. 
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b) 



To create stabie and thin (200-500 nm) films of these switchable metal hydrides, these films 
are capped with a protective palladium layer (5-20 nm) to prevent the film from oxidizing. 
Other advantages of the Pd cap layer are the increase of hydrogen sticking to the layer and the 
catalytic effect on H2 dissociation, subsequently the hydrogen will migrate through the layer. 
However, the Pd layer will also influence the optica} properties of the sample by adding some 
residual reflection. 

In yttrium, the metal to semiconductor transition coincides with a structural phase transition, 
the lattice changes from a cubic structure in the dihydride state into a hexagonal structure in 
the trihydride state [ 1]. However, it is not believed that this change in lattice structure is the 
driving force behind the switching principle: Some rare earth hydrides (e.g. lanthanum) do not 
show this phase transition, while the reflective to transparent transition still occurs. Therefore, 
the MI transition is of electronic origin and band structure data of the different states can teach 
us about the switching principle. In the stoichiometrie dihydride state, all tetrahedral 
interstitial sites are occupied with hydrogen, while in the trihydride state, all octahedral sites 
are filled as well. Theoreticians developed fancy models to explain the observed optica} and 
electrical properties in both di- and trihydride states. Kelly et al. [6] proposed a model for the 
trihydride state, based on a hexagonal structure, and calculated too small a bandgap. On the 
other hand, Ng et al. [7], [8] regard in their approach the strong electron correlation in the 
negative hydrogen ion as the dominating factor, which is also supported by Eder et al. [9]. 
Furthermore, temperature dependent resistivity measurements on YH3-ö [10] show a 
temperature dependenee of the resistivity in a large temperature range, which may indicate a 
two-dimensional weak localization of conduction electrons. This is induced by the formation 
a superstructure of conducting YH2 sheets between insulating YH3 layers in the near
trihydride state, which requires the presence of metallic conduction, even for low hydrogen 
deficiency (8<0.15). 

1.2 Applications and Future Devices 

For future applications, one can think of suitable optical behavior that can be tuned by 
alloying the switching materials [2], [11], in order to enhance the optica} contrast, or the 
switching speed. Also the hydrogen loading mechanism can be improved. The switching 
mechanism of rare earth hydrides is the injection and extraction of hydrogen. The principle of 
hydrogen loading can be carried out in three ways: to begin with there is gas-phase switching, 
directed by means of hydrogen gas pressure. However, this method is rather extensive and 
unpractical for applications because of the use of highly inflammable hydrogen gas, a gas 
proof chamber and a vacuum pump. Secondly, we have electrolytic switching, which is 
induced by means of an applied voltage between the RE layer and a counter electrode 
submerged in an electrolyte. In spite of the convenient voltage, this technique is not very 
practical for future devices. A not yet achieved, but very practical way of switching would be 
the solid state electrolytic switching (shown in figure 1.2). The driving force is a potential 
which is applied over two electrodes, sandwiching the RE layer and a hydrogen buffer layer. 
A negative applied voltage releases hydrogen from the buffer layer to diffuse into the RE layer 
and vice versa. 
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Figure 1.2: Principle of asolid state switching device. By applying a voltage between the electrode 
and the RE layer, hydragen will diffuse from the buffer layer into the switching layer, which is 
protected against oxidation. 

For future devices of these switching materials we can think of: switchable car mirrors and 
sun roofs, privacy windows, energy saving architecture, coatings on displays to enhance 
brightness and contrast or smart optica! components like optica! shutters. These devices will 
especially be very suitable for the solid state device. Besides this range of applications of the 
optica! switching properties, we can also make use of the conducting to semiconducting 
transition upon hydrogen uptake. 

1.3 About this work 

Because the metal to semiconductor transition is of electronic origin, the electronic 
configuration of the RE hydrides can teach us about the physical principle of switching. In this 
work spectroscopie reflection ellipsometry is used to determine the dielectric function of the 
sample materials; Gd-Mg alloys in the range of 0-40% Mg and Y-La alloys varying from 0 to 
30% La. The complex dielectric function expresses the absorption and reflection of the charge 
carriers in the sample as a function of the incident pboton energy. 

To get a better understanding of the reversible metal to semiconductor transition, that occurs 
between the di- and the trihydride states, electrochemical (EC) potenticstatie hydrogen loads 
were performed in this region, which is most interesting for technological applications. 
Because the EC loading principle enables us to stepwise change the hydrogen content of the 
film, it is possible to investigate the MI-transition in a controlled way. 

Many band structure calculations have been performed for the trihydride state. Until recently, 
all the band structure calculations that were published, predicted a semi-metallic behavior 
with a relatively large band overlap. However, experiments clearly show a semiconducting 
character for the YH3 state. The electronic nature of the optically transparent insulating state 
in RE hydrides is presently not well understood, and bas, therefore, stimulated the interest of 
theoreticians. Now it is believed that localized octahedral hydrogen vacancies determine the 
optica! and electrical properties in the near trihydride state. 
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2 Theory 

2.1 Optical properties of Metals and Semiconductors 

2.1.1 Introduetion 

This part of the theory chapter describes the optica! behavior of metals as well as 
semiconductors. This is plausible because a Rare Earth Hydride (REH) can behave like a 
metal or like a semiconductor, depending on its hydrogen content. 
Most of the relevant theoretica! models and publications conceming metal hydrides, focus on 
yttrium hydrides, induced by the workof Huiberts [1]. Therefore the theoretica! backgrounds 
presented in this chapter will sametimes refer to yttrium hydrides. lt is believed that most of 
the other REH's possess similar physical and chemica! behavior, conceming optica! and 
electronica! theory. 

2.1.2 Optical Band Transitions 

The interaction of optica! electromagnetic waves with a solid can be explained using the 
( electronic) band structure of the mate rial. Due to band trans i ti ons of electrons, the material 
will absorb photons with a certain energy in accordance with the energy gain of the interacting 
electron. Photons with other energies will be transmitted or reflected. Therefore, with the 
knowledge of the band structures (also treated in Appendix A), a prediction of the optica! 
behavior of the material can be done. Other physical properties, like conductance, can be 
determined as well. 

The optica! constant spectra of a typical semiconductor may be divided into two distinct 
speetral regions. The first region extends from the photon energy where the material begins to 
absorb to higher energies. The onset of absorption is due to the onset of interband transitions 
above the bandgap energy, and the material will usually be absorbing for all energies higher 
than the energy at which absorption begins to occur. Near the onset energy, the extinction 
coefficient (or imaginary part of the dielectric function) tends to increase smoothly with 
energy, but may show complicated dispersion as the energy increases due to contributions 
from many different interband transitions. At photon energies less than the bandgap energy, 
the extinction will be zero, and the index of refraction decreases slowly and monotonically 
with decreasing photon energy. 

Impurities, due to defects in the crystal structure, can cause acceptor and donor states in 
semiconductors. These phenomena result in some additional energy levels within the 
'forbidden' energy gap. This can be explained by the capture of an electron or hole by an 
impurity, resulting in a level just below the conduction band in case of an electron (donor 
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state) oralevel just above the valenee band in case of a captured hole (acceptor state). These 
extra levels cause absorption of energies smaller than the bandgap energy. According to 
Huiberts [ 1] this also occurs in REH due to vacancies and disordering of hydrogen at certain 
positions. 

2. 1.2. 1 Density of electron Stafes 

In order to predict the optical properties of a solid, the possible transitions within the band 
structure must be considered carefully. To characterize the transitions, two quantities are used: 
the Density Of States (DOS) and the Joint Density Of States (JDOS). The latter is important 
for the determination of the dielectric tunetion which will be discussed later. 
Once the band structure is determined, the DOS can be obtained by integrating the states over 
a surface of constant energy. 

(2.1) 

where n is the index of the band and SE is the surface of constant energy. 

The density of statesis the number of states (orbitals) at a surface of constant energy per unit 
of volume in the k-space. 

The joint density of states is a quantity which defines the number of states at a surface of 
constant energy determined by the energy difference of an occupied state E o and an 
unoccupied state Eu: 

2 ~ I dSE 
J(Eou) = --3 ~ V ou 

(27r) o<u e (k)=e -e k Eou 
OU U 0 

(2.2) 

This quantity represents the number of pairs of occupied and unoccupied states ( orbitals) 
separated by a certain energy difference per unit of volume. The JDOS represents the number 
of possible transitions for a certain incoming energy photon. 

2. 1.2.2/nterband absorption 

The most important type of optical absorption is interband absorption. This occurs when an 
electron in a bound state in the material absorbs a single photon from an incoming light beam 
and makes a transition to a higher energy level in the materiaL 

Interband absorption will only occur if the photon energy exceeds the energy difference 
between the highest occupied electron energy level and the lowest unoccupied electron energy 
level. lf these two levels occur for the same value of the crystal momenturn k, the absorption 
occurs with a direct transition, requiring no change in the electron crystal momentum, due to 
the negligibly small photon wave vector. This direct transition is represented in figure 2.1a. 
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.figure 2.1: a) Direct transition .. b) Indirect transition, the onset ofabsorption starts a lower energy. 

If the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied levels occur at different crystal momenta, the 
onset of absorption occurs through indirect transitions, requiring the emission andlor 
absorption of a pbonon for conservation of both momenturn and energy. This change in 
momenturn can be recognized as an extra absorption in figure. 2.1 b. It influences the bandgap 
by reducing its onset energy. 
Absorption due to interband transitions dominates the optical spectra in the visible and UV 
region for nearly all semiconducting materials. Metals exhibit interband absorption structure 
in the optical constants as well, but also show strong absorption effects due to the absorption 
of photons by free carriers. This absorption of pboton energy by free charge carriers is called 
intraband absorption and will be discussed next. 

For a quanturn mechanica! treatment of the interband transitions the reader is referred to 
appendix B. There, the effect of an external electromagnetic field on the electronic band 
transitions is described by means of the interaction Hamiltonian. A periodical perturbation 
that represents the external field, induces transitions with absorption of pboton energy quanta 
lim. Using the Slater determinant representation of the initial and final states, the transition 
probability of absorption is calculated. 

2. 1.2.3/ntraband absorption 

A second important type of absorption is caused by intraband transitions, in which an 
electron moves from an energy level in a certain band to another energy level within the same 
band. In metals this is caused by free electrons, while in a semiconductor electrans as well as 
holes are responsible for this phenomenon. Intraband effects are dominant in metals and occur 
in the visible and UV region. On the other hand, in semiconductors the free-charge-carrier 
effect is only distinguishable for sufficiently high concentrations of charge carriers and are 
observed in the infra red energy region. 
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2.1.3 Optical Constants 

2.1.3.1 Complex Dielectric Function 

The dielectric function e depends on the frequency ro and the wave vector k . This function 
describes the response of a medium to an electric field and can express the optical properties 
of metals and semiconductors. To define an expression for the dielectric function we will use 
the Maxwell equations tagether with the material relations, which describe the propagation of 
light in an isotropie medium. For non-magnetic dielectric materials, the material relation for 

the dielectric displacement D defines the relative dielectric function e,: 

- - - - -D = e0E + P = e0e ,E = eE (2.3) 

Here, E is the imposed electric field and P is the polarization. When substituting this 
relation into the Maxwell equations we get the wave equation: 

(2.4) 

with a the optical conductivity and 11 the magnetic permeability of the materiaL For non
magnetic materials, J.L=J.lo, the magnetic permeability of vacuum. When substituting a plane -wave with wave vector k and angular frequency ro 

(2.5) 

into this wave equation, the following expression is obtained: 

2( ) 2 ro .a 
k =-

2 
e, +z--

e é 0 (J) 
(2.6) 

with k the amplitude of wave vector k . It is convenient to express k in terms of the complex 
index of refraction iï : 

k (J)_ (J)( • ) =-n =- n+zK: 
c c (2.7) 

Here n is the refractive index and K: is the extinction coefficient and c is the speed of light in 
vacuum. Rewriting (2.5) gives: 

(2.8) 

The first exponential term describes the attenuation of the wave vector amplitude. This is 
related to the absorption coefficient a and is defined by the decrease of intensity of the light 
beam in an absorbing medium: 
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(2.9) 

This means that a=2 rolde 
The second term of (2.8) describes the propagation of the wave through the medium. By using 
(2.6), an expression for the dielectric function ê is obtained: 

(2.10) 

Now the components of the complex dielectric function ê and the complex index of refraction 
iï can be related to each other by: 

and (2.11) 

Just like n and K, ê 1 and ê2 are mutually dependent via the Kramers-Kronig relations (2.12) 
and (2.13). Under certain conditions, the real part of the complex dielectric function ( or index 
of refraction) can be obtained via its imaginary part, and vice versa. However, an exact 
calculation can only be done when either the real part or the imaginary part is known over the 
whole frequency spectrum (O<m<=). 

2 ~ m'e (m') 
e (m)-e =-PJ 2 dm' 

1 o n 
0 

(m')2 _ m2 (2.12) 

(2.13) 

2.1.3.2 Lorentz model 

To describe the interaction of an electromagnetic (EM) wave with the electrons we will use a 
classica! model. Basically, an equation of motion is formulated in which the applied field 
actuates a rnass-damper-spring system. The frequency dependenee of the interaction between 
the field and the electron can, in this way, be described. Three situations can be distinguished: 
At low frequencies, the system can easily follow the applied force, resulting in a collective 
response of the charge carriers. When raising the frequency of the applied field, at some point, 
the resonance frequency is reached and consequently, energy is absorbed. Finally, when 
frequencies higher than the resonance frequency are applied, the system cannot follow the 
field anymore. These three situations can be identified in the dielectric function. 

The Lorentz model is based on the assumption that electrons are tied in some way to the ion 
cores in the crystal lattice. Therefore, interband absorption due to, for instance, localized 
electrons is described with this model. 
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Because of the much larger mass of the core, compared to the electron mass, this system can 
be described by a rotation of the electron around the core with angular frequency ma. In the 
model this is represented by the 'spring' -part. The damping term will be denoted by f3 and 
provides an energy loss mechanism. As the actuating force in the system, not only the applied 
EM field must be taken into account, but also the electron-ion binding force plays a role. 
Effectively, the resulting local field will be denoted as Etoc· The equation of motion of 
electroos interacting with a field Etoc can be formulated by: 

d 2- d-r r 2- -
m - 2- + m/3- + mro0 r = -eE1oc 

dt dt (2.14) 

with m the electron mass and e the charge of the electron. When it is assumed that the EM 
field consists of only one frequency and the local field is generalized to the macroscopie 

fieldË, we get for the applied field Ë = Ë0eica. Now the solution of the equation of motion 

becomes: 

_ -eE 
r = 2 2 

m{(ro0 -ro )-if3ro} (2.15) 

The related dipole moment is: 

2-- _ e E 1 
p=-er =--

m (ro~ - ro 2
)- if3m (2.16) 

For small displacements r, we can write a linear dependency of the atomie dipole moment to 
the electdeal field, which defines the polarizability a( m): 

with (2.17) 

The macroscopie polarization P per unit of volume is defined by: 

(2.18) 

with N the number of dipoles, and the assumption is made that the electrous only 'feel' the 
macroscopie field. This means that the electron-nucleus interaction and electron screening 
contributions to the field are neglected. Combining these last two equations we get an 
expression for the complex dielectric function: 

(2.19) 

In order to simplify this result, the following definition of the plasma frequency rop is 
formulated: 
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(2.20) 

lt is also convenient to split expression (2.19) for the complex dielectric function into its real 
and complex parts ( ê r = êl + it:2 ): 

(2.21) 

and 

(2.22) 

A typical example of a Lorentz like behavior of the real and imaginary parts of the complex 
dielectric function is shown in figure 2.2. 

The corresponding refractive index n and the extinction coefficient K can be obtained by the 
expressions: 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

4.0 
~ 

4.0 
~ 

"' 'I' -E1 
3.0 / I ~ ----·E2 

I I' 
I fl 3.0 I' 

1 l ~ 
I I' 

2.0 
I I ' 

I ' I -··-··--- I ' ..- I I 

2.0Zl I I w I 
I 

1.0 I I 
I ' I I 

I ' I ' I ' I ' 1.0 I ' 0.0 \ 
\ 

\ 

-1.0 0.0 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 

Photon Energy (eV) 

figure 2.2: Typical example of the optica[ constants calculated with a Lorentz model. The plasma 
frequency ~ and the resonance frequency ~ are also indicated. 
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2.1.3.3 Drude model 

Metals and other conducting materials contain a 'sea' of conductors that are not bound to any 
specific atom or location within the materiaL These free carriers exhibit intraband 
absorptions, which can be derived by solving for the trajectories of free carriers under the 
influence of the driving electromagnetic field. The Drude model is in fact a simplification of 
the Lorentz model. The conduction electrous are not bound. Consequently, the restoring force 
is absent, which means that mo=O. The local field, which is relevant for the 'bound' electrous 
in the Lorentz model, does not influence the conduction electrons. These electrous just 'feel' 
an average extemal field. The components of the complex dielectric function for the Drude 
model become: 

(2.25) 

and 

(2.26) 

with mp the plasma frequency which was defined earlier (2.20). A typical example of optica! 
constants, calculated with a Drude model, is shown in figure 2.3. 

2.0 

------- ----·· ... -···--······-

------------------------------------------- 0.0 

-2.0 

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
Photon Energy(eV) 

M 
1\) 

figure 2.3: Typical example of the optica/ constants calculated with a Drude model, in this case the 
plasma frequency is at 0. 7 eV. 

2.1.3.4 Reflectlon, Absorptlon and Transmission 

The optica! constauts can also be expressed in terms of experimental verifiable quantities like 
reflection, absorption and transmission. The reflection R at an interface of a solid medium for 
perpendicular incidence is defined by 
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R=(1-n)z+K'z 
(l+n)z+K'z (2.27) 

The absorption A is another important quantity. As we already know, the extinction factor is 
related to the absorption coefficient a by a = 2mK' I c . The absorption is defined as the 
exponential decrease of the intensity of the light when crossing a medium. Taking the 
thickness of the material as unity and the initial intensity as unity minus the reflected part R, 
this leads to the following expression: 

A = (1 - R)(1 - e -a ) (2.28) 

Finally the Transmission T can be obtained by applying the conservation law of energy: 

T=1-A-R (2.29) 

A graphic representation of the above is show in figures 2.4 and 2.5, where R, A, and T are 
calculated according to the Lorentzand Drude models respectively. 
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ft gure 2.4: Reflection, Transmission and Absorption calculated fora 1.0 J.1m thick sample with op ti cal 
constants offig 2.2, according to the Lorentz model. 
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figure 2.5: Typical Reflection, Transmission and Absorption curves, calculated according to the 
Drude model. The plasma frequency cq, is also indicated. 

2.2 Rare Earth Hydrides 

2.2.1 Structural phase transitions during metal to insuiator transition 

The switching phenomenon is not unique to yttrium or lanthanum, but also occurs in the wide 
class of trivalent rare-earth (RE) metals and even in alloys. The metal to insuiator (MI) 
transition is often accompanied by a crystallographic phase transition, but has been attributed 
to changes of the electronic structure of the materiaL For example, by changing the HIY ratio 
from 0 to 3, hexagonal yttrium is converted subsequently into cubic Y-dihydride and 
hexagonal Y-trihydride, while lanthanum retains its cubic (jee) structure throughout the whole 
hydrogen loading process and shows the same optical phenomenon. This exemplifies that the 
metal-insulator transition is not driven by a structural phase transition, but is of electronic 
origin [1], [3]. The changes in structural phase, resistivity and transmission during the 
hydrogen loading processof Y and La films are shown in figures 2.6 and 2.7. 
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figure 2.6: Hydragen loading of an yttrium film. 
a) Resistivity change during the loading 
process. b) lnfluence of the hydragen on the 
light transmission intensity lrrans at 1.8 eV. c) 
Relation between the thermadynamie structural 
phases and the hydragen concentration. It is 
also indicated when the photographs shown in 
fig././ were taken. [I] 
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figure 2. 7: Hydragen loading process for a 
lanthanum film. a)-c) as in fig 2. Note that La 
remains cubic, in contrast to Y. This means 
there is no {3-r phase transition. In spite of this, 
the optica[ behavior is similar to the yttrium 
film, which indicates the electronica[ origin of 
the MI-transition. 

Because, for this work, the metal to insuiator transition is of special interest, we are mostly 
interested in the development of the material properties between the di- and trihydride states, 
where the MI transition takes place. At x=2.1 the /3-r coexistence region is entered, here the 
resistivity rises quickly from its lowest value (/3-phase) to a value which is higher by several 
orders of magnitude. Upon raising the hydrogen concentration one expects an increasing 
fraction of the film to be converted into hexagonal y.trihydride. It is believed that the y.phase 
nucleates as a 2-D layer at the surface of the film and increases in thickness with increasing 
hydrogen concentration [3]. On the other hand, one can think of the formation of 2-D 
insulating YH3 sheets which separate conducting sheets and grow with increasing hydrogen 
content [10]. Resistivity measurements at room temperature [3] show that for YH3_0, with 
0<0.3, semiconductor-like behavior takes place, typical for a system with a gap in the 
excitation spectrum. At x=3 the total volume of the film is single-phase semiconducting 
material, with a certain bandgap ( -1.8 e V for Y). lf stoichiometrie YH3 is a clean 
semiconductor, one expects that a hydrogen vacancy level of the order of 0.3 introduces far 
too much doping for the observed behavior, unless there is considerable carrier localization, 
due to, for example, electron correlation effects. 
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2.2.2 Compounds and Alloys 

Apart from thin films of pure yttrium and lanthanum, alloys of these materials have been 
studied as well. The influence of alloying on the position of the absorption edge, the existence 
of a transparency window in dihydride state and accordingly the optica! contrast, have been 
investigated [2]. It tumed out that the transmission window of Y and La around x=2 is not 
present in an alloy of these two materials, and therefore, the contrast between the reflective 
and transparent states is increased. 

Another rare earth metal that shows switching optica! properties upon hydrogen load is 
gadolinium. Gd is investigated intensively at the Philips Research Laboratories, special 
attention is paid to tuning the optica! properties of gadolinium by alloying it with magnesium. 
For technological applications it is desirabie to switch to a transparent state which is color 
neutral in the visible region (constant transmission between -400 nm and 800 nm). The 
alloying metal should have a heat of formation of its hydride similar to that of the transition 
between dihydride and trihydride state of Gd (to keep the hydrogen uptake reversible). 
Besides, the bandgap must be large enough to have a fully transparent trihydride state. 
Magnesium fulfils both demands [11]. Fora Mg content of about 50%, the absorption edge of 
the alloy has shifted to low enough energies to obtain the desired color neutrality. Moreover, 
the transmission in trihydride state of a Mg alloy is higher than that of the pure metal hydride 
as shown in figure 2.8. Note that the maximum transmission of a sample is limited to about 
35% because of reflection and absorption in the Pd cap layer. 
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figure 2.8: Transmission spectra of 200 nm Gd-Mg alloys coated with JO nm Pd, measured at 5 bar 
hydragen pressure [ 11]. 
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The transparency window in the dihydride state (figure 2.9) slowly shifts to shorter 
wavelengtbs and gradually disappears with increasing Mg content, which results in a high 
optica! contrast. 
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figure 2.9: Transmission of Gd-Mg alloys (200 nm Gd-Mg, JO nm Pd) in dihydride state after 
hydrogen desorption from trihydride state. From [ 11 ]. 

Van der Sluis [12] showed that the switching time can be reduced by building a multilayer 
structure from altemating Gd and Mg layers with appropriate multilayer periods. During the 
switching, the multilayer structure is preserved. The optica! transmission spectrum in the 
visible region is similar to that of the Gd-Mg alloy with identical Mg content. To determine 
the optima! periodicity it has to be taken into account that thick Mg layers slow down the 
diffusion process because of slow MgH2 kinetics, while very thin layers resembie the alloy. 
Therefore, intermediate periodicities have fast switching properties. lt is believed that the 
large lattice mismatch between Gd and Mg layers (13%) cause these fast kinetics. The 
dislocation structure because of strain in the multilayer provides paths for hydrogen diffusion. 

2.2.3 Hydrogen absorption sites 

The absorbed hydrogen atoms penetrate the metallic lattice and situate on interstitial lattice 
sites. The lattice of the j3-phase can adopt a maximum of two H-atoms per RE-atom on the 
tetrabedral sites. This site is positioned between four RE atoms, forming a tetrabedron (figure 
2.10a). In a stoichiometrie dihydride, all tetrabedral sites are filled with hydrogen. When 
loading the film with more hydrogen, subsequently, the octabedral sites will be occupied by 
hydrogen. In this case the H-atom is situated between six RE-atoms, forming an octabedron 
(figure 2.1 Ob). Therefore, in a stoichiometrie trihydride, all octabedral sites are filled with 
hydrogen. 
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figure 2.10: a) tetrahedral hydrogen sites (white dots), all these sites are fitled in stoichiometrie 
dihydride. b) octahedral hydrogen site, all these sites arefitled in the stoichiometrie trihydride state. 

lt must be noted that the reversibility of hydragen uptake only applies between the dihydride 
and trihydride states. A pure rare-earth sample which is hydrogenated as far as the trihydride 
state, will relax toward the dihydride state in air atmosphere. Due to the plateau pressure of 
the a-{3 coexistence region from x:::::0.5 to x=1.8, with a value of 10-31 bar [4] (extrapolated 
from bulk values), which is lower than the partial hydragen pressure in air, the system will 
retain the hydragen concentration of this plateau. This means that the step from RE to REH2 

can only be made once, making this region less interesting for technologkal applications. 

2.2.4 Electron Contiguration models 

To get a good understanding of the optical properties of the several metal hydrides, tt IS 

essential to have an insight in the electron band configuration of these materials. Because 
yttrium has been investigated intensively, many data are available. For this reason we will 
regularly use yttrium as a reference materiaL On the other hand, also lanthanum has often 
been used as a prototype to describe the properties of metal hydrides [5], [7], [8]. Huiberts et 
al. [ 1] reported that the transition of YHx and LaHx takes place at the same hydragen 
concentration x=2.80. The optical gap in the insulating phase is -1.8 e V for LaH3 and -2.8 e V 
for YH3. In spite of the structural phase change for Y, we know that the metal to insuiator 
transition is of electronic origin. 

Band structure calculations by Peterman et al. [5] for the metallic dihydride state of yttrium 
are shown in figure 2.11. In this band structure plot the metallic character of YH2 can easily be 
recognized, as well as the region of interband transitions. 
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ft gure 2.11: Self consistent band structure calculation of YH2 by Peterman et al.[ 5]. 

Many band structure calculations have been performed for the trihydride state. Until recently, 
all the band structure calculations that were published, predicted a semi-metallic behavior 
with a relatively large band overlap. An example of such a calculation based on the HoD3 

structure by Wang & Chou is shown in figure 2.12. However, experiments clearly show a 
semiconducting character for the YH3 state. The electronic nature of the optically transparent 
insulating state in Y and La hydrides is presently not well understood, and has, therefore, 
stimulated the interest of theoreticians. 

K M r K H A r 

figure 2.12: LDA calculation of YH3 state by Wang & Chou based on the HoD3 structure. The 
overlap between valenee and conduction band can clearly be recognized. 
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Kelly et al. [6] used Local Density Approximation (LDA) calculations to search fora minimal 
total-energy configuration of the hydrogen atoms in hexagonal YH3• In this model the ideal 
symmetrical lattice structure is disturbed by relaxation of the hydrogen atoms because the 
Broken Symmetry Structure is used. This means that an additional degree of freedom is 
allowed for the octahedral hydrogen sites .. These calculations result in a band gap energy of 
0.8 e V in YH3. Kelly mentioned that LDA based calculations systematically underestimate 
semiconducting energy gaps by about 1 eV. The band structure for YH3 calculated by Kelly is 
shown in fig. 2.13. However, because of its hexagonal base, this theory cannot fundamentally 
explain the insulating nature of many other hydrides whose crystal structure is always cubic, 
for example lanthanum. 

r 
figure 2.13:Energy band calculationfor YH3 by Kelly et al. This LDA calculation is also basedon the 
HoD3 structure, but has a lower energy because of using the Broken Symmetry Structure. This opens 
a gap of0.8 eV between valenee and conduction band. From [6]. 

Ng et al. [8] suggest that the electrooie structure in a metal hydride is best described by alocal 
model based on negatively charged hydrogen (H-) ions. Because of Coulomb repulsion 
between the two electroos of the H- ion, the radius of the 1 s-orbital of the H- ion is about 4 
times larger than that of the neutral H atom. In the metal hydrides, the hydrogen atom attracts 
one more electron and forms the negative hydrogen ion H-, while the rare-earth metal has a 
formal valenee 3 +. In the dihydride state, the 1 s orbitals of the hydrogen bands are filled, 
leaving one electron per unit cell in the metal conduction bands. This gives metallic behavior. 
In a trihydride, the hydrogen bands can hold all six valenee electroos per unit cell, which 
explains the insulating behavior. However, in LDA calculations there is an overlap between 
the H and the metallic 5d-orbital, leading to a metal or semi-metal rather than the observed 
transparent insulator. Ng therefore suggests that strong electron correlation effects are 
important to suppress the overlap between the H and metal bands. The poor treatment of these 
relations is most likely the reason why LDA is unable to explain the semiconducting 
trihydride state in the metal hydrides. In the model of Ng et al., the trihydride state may be 
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viewed as a band insulator, due to strong electron correlation, which reduces the width of the 
H bands, and opens a gap (as shown in figure 2.14). 
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figure 2.14:Band structure of LaH3 according toNg et al. The electronic structure is calculated by 
means of a model Hamiltonian, electron hopping integrals are included. 

We reeall that, in the dihydride state, all tetrabedral sites are occupied, while in the trihydride 
state the octahedral sites are occupied as well. The metal-insulator transition can be 
approached from either the insulating (.x=3), or the metallic (x=2) end points: 

A. Localized vacancy state in H3 state 

We examine the insulator-metal transition by removing a neutral H atom starting from the 
insulating YH3. This removal causes vacancies at octahedral hydrogen sites which donate an 
electron to the conduction band. This electron is strongly localized at the octahedral hydrogen 
vacancy because of strong Coulomb repulsion from adjacent H- ions. The strong localization 
causes the YH3_0 to behave like a semiconductor for values of 8 up to 0.15. Energy 
calculations show that this vacancy state is less energetic and therefore more favorable to 
occupy for electrons than the conduction band, implying an insulating ground state for x:::;;3. 
This means that the Hoc1-vacancy lies within the bandgap. In case of further desorption of 
hydrogen atoms towards the YH2 state, more vacancies are created and more localized states 
are formed within the bandgap. The material will become metallic when localized states start 
to substantially overlap with each other. The localized vacancy state is proposed to be the 
elementary entity in the hydrides and to be responsible for the metal-insulator transition. 

B. An extra H atom in H2 state 

The introduetion of a neutral H atom into a Hoct site in the dihydride state creates an s=l/2 
magnetic impurity, which couples to the conduction electron spins. A conduction electron 
moves toward the Hoct site to form a K ion. When the- hybridization between H and Y orbitals is 
included, the outer electron in the H- ion will fluctuate between the Roet site and the surrounding 
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Y sites, which can be described by a hopping integral. In this description, conduction electrous 
are captured by neutral H atoms at Hoct sites to form tightly bound singlets. The material with all 
octahedral sites occupied (stoichiometrie trihydride state) can be viewed as a Kondo insuiator 
with a large bandgap. This theory has much in comrnon with the theory that was recently 
proposed byEder et al. [9], which is basedon the occupation-dependent hoppings on H sites and 
resulted in a Kondo-like-insulator model for YH3. 

2.2.5 Two Dimensional Structure 

The metal to insuiator transition of RE hydride films cao be studied optically as well as 
electrically. This cao be done by means of resistivity measurements. The amount of free charge 
carriers in the film is directly related to its resistivity. A typical example of a p-measurement 
could already beseen in figures 2.6a and 2.7a. 
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The combination of electrochemistry with resistivity measurements is not straightforward. Not 
only the inhomogeneous hydrogen distribution within the metal film, the palladium cap layer 
and the chernical nature of the sample surface, but also the co-conduction through the electrolyte 
may have an effect on the measured resistivity value. Part of the current that is used to do a four 
point 'van der Pauw' resistance measurement, may flow through the electrolyte; this is referred 
to as co-conduction. Experiments have shown that co-conduction does not influence the 
resistivity measurements [4]. This can be understood by the fact that the current in the solution is 
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ionic, while in the sample it is electronic. The value for the resistivity in the high hydrogen 
concentration regime strongly depends on the thickness of the Pd layer. This is because the 
resistivity of the near stoichiometrie yttrium trihydride layer becomes very high so the short
circuit effect of the palladium layer becomes important. 

Resistivity measurements on hydrogen deficient YH3_a trihydride by Huiberts et al. [10], show 
an interesting temperature dependenee on p (as shown in figure 2.15). A temperature 
dependenee of the electrical resistivity is observed for 0.01<8<0.15, within a large temperature 
range (20 ~ T ~ 350 K), which is logarithmic for 20 ~ T ~ 200 K. This may be related to two 
dimensional weak localization or Kondo scattering of the conduction electrons. Similar to the 
interpretation in terms of 2D weak localization, the interpretation in terms of Kondo scattering 
requires the presence of metallic conduction, in the near trihydride state. A plausible explanation 
for this metallic conduction relies on the formation of a stratified superstructure in YH3_a, where 
conducting sheets with high hydrogen vacancy density provide metallic conduction, even for 
very low vacancy densities. These metallic sheets are separated by insulating YH3 sheets, where 
the latter dominate the optica! properties for 8<0.15. 

2.2.6 Speetral Transmission 

To begin with, the dihydride (x=2) state of YHx will be descri bed. The reddish transmission of 
the near Y -dihydride state could already be seen in figure 1.1 b) and is also visible in figure 
2.16. This transmission window between pboton energies from 1.5 e V to 2.0 e V can be 
explained as follows: For energies below the plasmon frequency, for yttrium liro < 1.5 eV, 
there is no transmission since these low energies are reflected by the electrons in the band 
crossing the Fermi level. This Drude-like behavior indicates intraband transitions of free 
electrons. The corresponding plasmon is screened by the occurrence of interband transitions 
which start from about 2 eV. So absorption ofphotons only is appreciable for liro > 2 eV. This 
means that in the region 1.5 < liro < 2 e V there is neither strong reflection, nor strong 
absorption, and photons can be transmitted, resulting in a transmission peak. 

Increasing the hydrogen concentration from this point, it is observed that the plasma frequency 
shifts to lower energies, indicating a decrease in number of free charge carriers, according to 
the Drude theory. Furthermore the height of the transmission peak decreases with growing x, 
which can be attributed to extra absorption for lower energies, caused by the filling of 
octahedral sites. For values above x=2.2 the film opens optically and the characteristic (near) 
trihydride transmission is found. When reaching the trihydride state, the yttrium film is 
transparent for energies up to the optica} bandgap and the absorption edge, this explains the 
yellowish appearance of the film in figure 1.1 c. In figure 2.16 it can be seen that the 
absorption edge of yttrium begins at about 1.8 eV and continues to 2.8 eV. The wavelike 
behavior of the transmission in the transparent state is due to interterenee of light reflected 
from the substrate/yttrium and yttrium/palladium interfaces. 
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figure 2.16: Three dimensional representation of the optical transmission as a function of photon 
energy and hydragen concentration for a 300 nm yttrium film, corrected for the 15 nm Pd caplayer. 
Note the transparency window for x-values around 2. From [4]. 

2.3 Ellipsometry 

2.3.1 Introduetion 

Ellipsometry is a very sensitive surface and thin film measurement technique that uses 
polarized light. lt derives its sensitivity, which is greater than a simple reflection or 
transmission measurement, from the determination of the relative phase change in a beam of 
reflected polarized light. Two kinds of ellipsometry can be used: transmission-ellipsometry 
and reflection-ellipsometry. Compared to reflection-ellipsometry, transmission-ellipsometry 
has its restrictions because it can only be used for transparent or very thin samples. In this 
work, reflection-ellipsometry was used to determine the optica! constants of the samples. 
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2.3.2 Ellipsometric parameters 

Ellipsometry is capable of measuring the optica! properties of a reflective surface. In genera!, 
when light is reflected from a surface, the amplitude and the phase of the electrical component 
of the light will change u pon reflection, as shown in figure 2.17. These changes differ for the 
component of the electrical field that is in the plane of reflection and the one that is 
perpendicular to it. Due to this difference, the state of polarization of the light will have 
changed after reflection. The reason for this phenomenon is that the complex reflection 
coefficient of the material is different for the two perpendicular components of the light beam. 
Historically, this change is expressed in the ellipsametrie angles 'Pand A. 

incident beam 

reflected beam 

figure 2.17: Principle of reflection ellipsometry. Parameters that are used for elliptically polarized 
light are shown as well. 

Consicter the electrical field Ei of a (monochromatic) beam of light that is incident on a sample 
surface. The light beam can be split into two perpendicular components. lf the two 
components are in phase, the light is said to be linearly polarized; if the components are out of 
phase by exactly 90°, the light is circularly polarized; in all other cases the light is elliptically 
polarized. 

When light is reflected of a surface, the electric field of the incident wave can be split into a 
component Ei,p parallel to the plane of reflection and one perpendicular to this plane, Ei,s 
(historically the s originates from the German word for perpendicular: senkrecht). In the same 
way the electric field Er of the reflected beam can be split up into Er,p and Er,s· The amplitudes 
and phases of the components of the reflected beam are determined by the reflection 
coefficients rp and rs of the sample: 

rp = Er.p . r. = 
E;,p, 
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Or, split up into an amplitude and a phase factor 

(2.31) 

For the calculation of optical properties of the reflecting material, Snell's law is used: 

(2.32) 

Cl>o 

figure 2.18: Reflection and refraction of an incident light beam at an inteiface. 

The explanation of the variables is shown in figure 2.18. The reflection coefficients of the 
electric field in the two perpendicular directions are given by the Presnel equations: 

n1 cos <1> 0 - n0 cos <1>1 
r = 

P n1 cos <1> 0 + n0 cos <1> 1 
(2.33) 

(2.34) 

The complex reflectivity ratio p is defined as the ratio of the parallel and perpendicular 
reflection coefficients: 

p= 
rs 
Tp = lrpl ei(op-o,) = 

lrsl (2.35) 

where Pand A are the so called conventional ellipsometric angles of the reflector. A expresses 
the relative phase difference and tan P indicates the amplitude ratio of the two components. 
This is the fundamental equation of ellipsometry. The meaning of Pand A is visualised in 
figure 2.17. 

Once the ellipsometric angles have been measured, physical properties can be calculated from 
them, such as the complex index of refraction of the sample material fir : 

(
1- p)2 

n1 = n0 sin <l>o 1 + 
1 
+ P tan

2 
<1>0 (2.36) 
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where t:P0 is the angle of incidence of the light beam and n0 is the index of refraction of the 
medium the sample is placed in (usually air or vacuum). The complex dielectric function e is 
related to the index of refraction by E = ii 2 

(2.37) 

This gives for both components of the dielectric function: 

(2.38) 

and 

( J
2 

• 2 1-p 2 
ê 2 = sm tP0 Im -- tan tP0 

1+p 
(2.39) 

All of the above is valid for reflection on homogeneaus samples. lf the sample consists of a 
multi-layered structure, these equations do not holdanymore for the material properties of the 
layers. This will be discussed in the next paragraph. On the other hand the last two equations 
can be used to calculate the pseudo dielectric function <ë> of a multi-layered sample. This is 
the dielectric function of the sample if it would be regarded as being a bulk sample. 

2.3.3 Ellipsometry and thin Films 

A powerfut application of ellipsometry is the determination of properties of thin films. For a 
sample consisting of several layers, the complex amplitudes of the subsequent reflections can 
be determined by using Fresnel' s reflection and transmission coefficients. The reflection 
coefficients, valid for both the p and s directions, are: 

r = 
-i2{3 ro1 + rn e 

1 -i2{3 + ro1 rn e (2.40) 

Here rij are the reflection coefficients of a light beams, reflected on the boundary of layer i and 
j, as can beseen in figure 2.19. The phase change f3 which the light beam experiences while 
passing the film is given by 

(2.41) 

where d is the film thickness and A the wavelength of the light (in vacuum). The change in 
polarization is then again described by the fundamental equation of ellipsometry. However, L1 
now depends on the real and imaginary parts of three indices of refraction, the film thickness 
d, the wavelength A and angle of incidence t:P0• Only if not more than two of these parameters 
are unknown, the fundamental equation can in principle be solved. 
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figure 2.19: Multiple internal rejlections of a light beam with angle ofincidence iJ(], occurring in a 
transparent layer ( 1) on top of a substrate (2). 
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3 Experimental Setup 

3.1 VASE Ellipsometer 

Ellipsometry is an optica! technique that can measure the optica! constauts of a sample and 
enables us to speculate about the electronic structure by means of the dielectric tunetion of the 
materiaL 
For this work, ellipsometry measurements were made from 250 nm to 1700 nm by variable
angle spectroscopie ellipsometry (V ASE), using an instrument made by the J .A. Woollam Co. 
This instrument measures the ratio of the complex Presnel reflection coefficients for 
polarizations parallel (p) and perpendicular (s) to the plane of incidence in terms of the 
ellipsometric values 'I' and ~: 

r 
...!:. = tan('P) exp(i~) 
rs (3.1) 

The V ASE® instrument is based on the rotating analyzer ellipsometry (RAE) principle to 
measure the beam polarization states. This is an ellipsometer contiguration in which the light 
beam leaves the light source, passes through a fixed input polarizer, is reflected from the 
sample, passes through a rotating polarizer (the analyzer) and then strikes the detector. A 
monochromator is placed between the light souree and the input polarizer to be able to scan a 
speetral range from the UV to the IR. To cover this range, two optica! fibers were used: the 
UV fiber covers the range of wavelengths from 250 nm to 500 nm, while the IR fiber works in 
the range 300 nm to 1700 nm. The input polarizer serves to linearly polarize the beam incident 
on the sample, and the combination of rotating analyzer and detector allow the measurement 
of the polarization state of the reflected beam. Figure 3.1 shows the V ASE® setup. 

t ligtlt source: t 
monochrom:atr:l +..-.on lamp 

figure 3.1: The J.A. Woollam Co. variabie angle ofincidence spectroscopie ellipsometer (VAS.z?ID) 
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3.2 WV ASE® Data Analysis 

Ellipsometry is a model dependent technique, which means that a numerical analysis of the 
experimental data is required to obtain useful physical information about the sample under 
study. The model uses optica! constants extracted from literature to calculate ellipsometric 
data. This calculation is based on the Fresnel equations, Snell's law and the thin film 
interterenee expression as already mentioned in chapter 2. The model parameters are fitted to 
the experimental data by means of an algorithm that minimizes the difference between 
generated and experimental data. As a measure of the fit, the Mean Square Error (MSE) is 
used. The WVASE32® program uses the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [18] for all model 
minimizations and for the analysis of the calibration data. Having found a set of physical 
parameters which yield calculated data that closely match the experimental optica! data, it has 
to be established that the fit parameters are unique, physically reasonable and not strongly 
correlated. 

AMBIENT: sio2 
> 1 Switchable Film 200 nm 

0 pd 1 e-005 mm 

figure 3.2: Typical example ofthe modelfor prism samples in the WVASE analysis program, the blue 
letters mean that the switchable film' s optica! constants are defined as fit parameters. 

In this work, the measured ellipsometric data supply us with the pseudo dielectric tunetion of 
the sample as a whole. However, our experiments aim for the dielectric tunetion of the 
switchable film, which is yet unknown. Therefore a model is used, that contains all 
information we already know about the sample. A typical example of the model contiguration 
is shown in figure 3.2. The optica! constantsof the substrate and the Pd cap layer are known 
from literature, we also know the thickness of the different layers from the sample preparation 
procedure. This leaves the optica! constants of the switchable film as model variables, which 
are therefore defined as fitting parameters to fit for the measured ellipsometric data. The data 
that are generated by the model, after minimization, are the optica! constants of the switchable 
metal hydride film. The iteration process is stopped when a minimum is reached. To be sure 
that an absolute minimum is reached, instead of a local minimum, the starting parameters play 
an important role. This means that we use a metallic film as starting parameters for the 
metallic states and a semiconductor to fit the insulating state, in order to obtain physically 
reasonable data. 

3.3 Electrochemical and Gas-phase Hydrogen load 

Several techniques can be used to load a RE film with hydrogen and in the mean time being 
able to perform measurements on these films. To begin with, there is the gas-phase loading 
principle. A sample is positioned in a gas proof chamber and a certain hydrogen pressure is 
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applied to the sample, which will absorb hydrogen atoms according to the pressure
composition isotherm. When using gas phase loading the hydrogen pressure can in principle 
be increased to values much higher than 1 bar atmospheric pressure, which might have some 
advantages: Gas-phase loadings show that the transmission of some RE films is not yet 
saturated at pressures of 1 bar H2. 

However, for this work, electrochemical loading has been performed. This is done with a 
three electrode setup: the Pd caplayer of the sample is used as a working electrode, a Platinum 
electrode is used as the counter electrode and the reference electrode is Hg/HgO, causing the 
factor -0.926 in the Nemst equation (3.5). The electrochemical cellis filled with 1.0 M KOH 
electrolyte. When a voltage is applied, an electrochemical reaction at the working electrode 
produces hydrogen, resulting in a certain partial hydrogen gas pressure. 

(3.2) 

An excess of hydrogen adsorbs on the palladium cap layer, this amount will decrease with 
time toward equilibrium due to hydrogen diffusion into the film. At the counter electrode 
oxygen is produced: 

40K ~ 0 2 + 2H20 + 4e- (3.3) 

The rate determining steps of the loading process are either the reduction reaction at the Pd 
surface (H20 + e- ~Had+ oH-) Of the transfer of H from the Pd cap layer to the yttrium [4]. 

The concentration of hydrogen in the film can be controlled according to two principles: 
potentiostatic or galvanostatic hydrogen load. 
In a galvanostatic setup, a constant current is applied to the electrochemical cell, while the 
potential between the work- and reference electrode is monitored. The advantage of 
galvanostatic control is that the hydrogen load increases linearly in time, which makes it 
possible to easily determine the plateau pressures of the pressure-composition isotherm. 

In a potentiostatic setup, a constant voltage is applied between the work- and reference 
electrodes. When raising the applied voltage stepwise, the current through the Pd layer (working 
electrode) will rise quickly because electrons are consumed during the hydrogenation reaction. 
Next, the current will relax until an equilibrium has been reached. This equilibrium current value 
is called the leak current, which is partially due to oxygen formation in the cell. The monitored 
current signal, integrated over time, is a measure for the amount of hydrogen that is formed at 
the palladium caplayer. 

The change in hydrogen concentration in the film L1x during an experiment, is calculated from 
the RE film thickness d, the electrode surface area A, the molar volume of the rare earths VRE, 
and the integrated charge flow through the electrode: 

V 
L1x =- RE J i(t)dt 

AFd 
(3.4) 

Where F is the Faraday constant. Assuming that all the hydrogen that is formed will diffuse 
through the Pd into the RE film, the hydrogen content of the RE film can be determined. 
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However, an overestimation of the hydrogen concentration in the film can be caused by: 
• the consumption of hydrogen for the reduction of oxygen that is dissolved in the 

electrolyte. This can be prevented by bubbling the cell with argon gas to remove the 
oxygen from the solution. 

• the formation of Hz gas. When the hydrogen pressure is above 1 bar, bubbles of hydrogen 
gas will be formed and will escape from the cell. This is a typical limit of the 
electrochemicalloading techniques. 

• a portion of the RE film may be uncapped and therefore oxidized. This part of the film 
cannot be hydrided anymore. 

On the other hand, Pd is also hydrided, therefore, the amount of hydrogen in the caplayer has 
to be taken into account as well. Besides, the initia! amount of hydrogen incorporated during 
evaporation is not exactly known, this also introduces an uncertainty in the hydrogen 
concentration. 

Under equilibrium conditions at room temperature (293 K), the equilibrium potential Ueq 

(Volt) of the working electrode with respect to the Hg/HgO electrode is related to the partial 
hydrogen pressure PH2 (bar) at the solid/electrolyte interface by the Nemst equation: 

RT 
U =-0.926--lnpH 

eq 2F 2 (3.5) 

where R=8.314 J/Kmol is the gas constant and F=96485 C/mol is the Faraday constant. 
When plotting the partial hydrogen pressure versus the fraction of hydrogen in the roetal 
hydride layer, the pressure-composition isotherm is formed. 

The electrochemical cell that was used for this work is shown in figure 3.3. The hydrogen 
loading process was controlled by a Wenking POS73 potentioscan, to which the reference-, 
the working- and the counter electrades were connected. The electronic contact between the 
potentioscan and the Pd working electrode was established by a metal wire in the teflon 
sample holder, just outside the o-ring, touching the Pd film when the sample is clamped in the 
holder. This configuration prevents any contact of the metal wire with the electrolyte and 
makes the conducting palladium layer act as a good working electrode. 
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figure 3.3: Cross-section of the electrochemical eelt used in the EC hydrogen loading ellipsometry 
experiments. A quartz prism is used as a substrate, covered with a metal hydride film and a Pd 
protective layer. 

3.4 Transmission Experiments 

Transmission measurements in the speetral region of 0.62 to 6.2 eV (IR-VIS-UV) were done 
with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 19 spectrometer. From an energy of 1.44 eV, another detector is 
automatically selected to improve the signal to noise ratio for the higher energy region. First a 
background measurement is performend, wihout a sample inserted. Subsequently the sample 
is placed into the holder and a speetral scan, with steps of 1 nm, is done in the range of 2000 
to 200 nm. 
Unfortunately, the configuration of the electrochemical cell did not enable us to do 
transmission measurements during the hydrogen loading process. 

3.5 Samples and Substrates 

For the ellipsometry measurements, two different substrate shapes were tested, disks and 
prisms, both having their advantages and disadvantages. To find out which is the best 
configuration for the electrochemical experiments, a silver film was deposited on the 
substrates to determine their optical behavior. 
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3.5.1 Disk Shaped Si02 Substrate 

The advantage of a flat sample is the possibility to do variabie angle of incidence ellipsometry 
measurements, which enable one to perform an extensive rnadeling procedure. Because we 
use an electrochemical cell to load the film with hydrogen, the film must face the electrolyte. 
Therefore, the ellipsametrie measurements must also take into account the influence of the 
quartz substrate. The quartz surface will reflect part of the incident beam, causing a phase 
change in the reflected light which seriously influences the state of polarization of the light 
beam that reaches the detector. Besides, multiple intemal reflections in the transparent 
substrate, cause interference. The fact that the relation between the reflections at the substrate 
surface and the reflections at the deposited film surface, usually is not known, makes the 
analysis of this system less arbitrary. 
A measurement of a silver film on a quartz disk is represented in figure 3.4. By means of a 
model that represents the sample configuration, the pseudo dielectric function has been 
calculated as well, it can clearly be seen that the measurement is not accurately predicted by 
the calculation. 
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figure 3.4: Measured and calculated pseudo dielectric constants fora si/ver film on a quartz disk 
substrate. The open green triangles represent <EJ>, the open blue circles represent <E2> from the 
experiment and the solid red lines show the calculated psuedo epsilons. 

3.5.2 Prism Shaped Quartz Substrate 

To reduce the influence of intemal reflections to a minimum, a quartz prism is used as a 
substrate. It consists of two polished planes that are positioned in an angle of 70° in respect to 
the base plane (see figure 3.5). The film is deposited on the prism's base. By adjusting the 
incident angle of the ellipsometer to 70°, the incoming light beam will perpendicularly enter 
the Si02-air interface. Now the extemal reflection coefficient is reduced to about zero, 
moreover, the polarization state of the light remains unchanged. Another advantage is that the 
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incident light beam is not affected by energy dependent refraction at the interface, which 
would happen in case of not-normal incidence. 

figure 3.5: Prism shaped sample. The angle of incidence of the light beam on the base of the prism is 
70°. The light beam ofthe ellipsometer enters and exits the quarts prism perpendicularly. 

For the modeling, the use of a prism substrate implies that a quarts surrounding is assumed for 
the ellipsometry experiment (Si02 is ambient). Because, in this case, intemal reflections in the 
substrate do not influence the ellipsometry measurement, the calculations agree with the 
measured data, as can beseen in figure 3.6. Note that the irregularity at 1 eV is due to the data 
sets in the WV ASE analysis program for the dielectric function of Ag. The influence of a 
small twist of the prism relative to the incident beam was studied as well. It tumed out that 
there is only a small deviation in optical constants when the prism is rotated over about 2 
degrees (visible deviation from ideal position). This means that a small rotation of the prism, 
within the toleranee observed with the eye, does not influence the results significantly. 
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figure 3.6: Measured and calculated pseudo dielectric constants fora si/ver film on a prism shaped 
quartz substrate. The open green triangles represent <e1>, the open blue circles <E2> from the 
experiment, and the solid red lines show the calculated psuedo epsilons. 
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We can conclude now that for ellipsometry experiments, using the electrochemical cell, the 
prism shaped samples are best to use. A disadvantage of using these prism shaped samples is 
that accurate measurements with these prisms can only be done at a single angle of incidence, 
in this case 70°. This problem might be solved, in the future, by using a transparent 
hemisphere as a substrate, however, sample alignment will become very critical in that case. 

3.5.3 Samples 

In this work we used, for ellipsometry, a set of six Si02 prisms on which we deposited a 200 ± 
10 nm GdxMg1_x film covered with 10 ± 2 nm Pd to prevent the film from oxidation. 
Transmission measurements were done with 3 mm thick flat quartz samples with the same 
film compositions and thickness, because these were prepared in the same batch. 

We intend to investigate the influence of the addition of an extra amount of free electrons, due 
to the addition of magnesium, on the optica! behavior of the switchable film relative to the 
optica! properties of a pure gadolinium film. Therefore, we chose film compositions with 
increasing Mg concentration. The configurations of the gadolinium films with different Mg 
concentrations were as follows (in mol%): 
1. pure Gd 
2. 97% Gd 3% Mg 
3. 94% Gd 6% Mg 
4. 90% Gd 10% Mg 
5. 75% Gd 25% Mg 
6. 60% Gd 40% Mg 
The films were deposited under UHV conditions by means of evaporation at Philips Research 
Labs Eindhoven. For Mg concentrations up to 50 mol%, the film is a solid solution, after 
deposition. 

Furthermore, to investigate alloying of two materials with similar optica! properties, we used a 
set of three prisms covered with lanthanum added yttrium films, covered with Pd as a 
protective layer. The compositions and thickness of these films were (in mol%): 
1. pure Y 500 ± 10 nm + 15 ± 3 nm Pd 
2. 80% Y 20% La 500 ± 10 nm + 15 ± 3 nm Pd 
3. 60% Y 40% La 440 ± 10 nm + 20 ± 3 nm Pd 
The yttrium and lanthanum was deposited on the substrate by means of evaporation with an 
electron gun in a UHV system, and the films were capped, in situ, by thermally evaporated Pd 
(at VU Amsterdam). 
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4 Results and Discussion 

4.1 Gadolinium Magnesium compounds 

4.1.1 Introduetion 

Gadolinium is a trivalent rare earth metal which is also known for its switching optical 
properties. Optical transmission experiments [11] have shown that a transmission window is 
present in the metallic dihydride state. To improve the optical contrast between the reflective 
dihydride and the transparent trihydride state, magnesium is added. Mg is highly reflective in 
its unhydrided state, while the insulating MgH2 is highly transparent. To investigate the 
influence on absorption and reflection of magnesium added gadolinium films, ellipsometry 
experiments are performed on six samples with 200 nm GdxMg1.x films. Gadolinium films 
with 3%, 6%, 10%, 25% and 40% Mg are compared to the different hydrogenation states and 
the switching process of a pure Gd film. Because quartz prism substrates were used for the 
ellipsometry measurements, the angle of incidence is fixed to 70°. 

4.1.2 Ellipsometry measurements on the Unhydrided state 

To get a complete overview of the hydrogenation states, ellipsometry measurements were 
done on the six 200 nm GdxMg1_x as deposited samples, in the unhydrided metallic state. The 
measured spectra are shown below. In figure 4.1 we clearly see the influence of the 
magnesium actdition on the peak in <ë1> around 1.2 eV, while <ë2> in figure 4.2, hardly 
shows any difference between the samples. Apparently, Gdo.97Mg0.03 does not follow the trend 
that is set by the other samples. 
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figure 4.1: Re al part of the measured pseudo 
dielectric function of the unhydrided GdxMgi-x 
samples. 
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Because the ellipsometry data supply us with the pseudo dielectric function of the sample, 
these spectra have to be corrected for the Si02 prism substrate and the 10 nm Pd cap layer, in 
order to obtain the dielectric function of the GdxMg,_x layer itself. This is done by modeling as 
described in paragraph 3.2. The optical constantsof the switchable films are shown in figures 
4.3 and 4.4. No difference can be observed in the shape of the curves, when comparing the 
measured pseudo dielectric function to the model generated dielectric function of the GdxMg1_x 
layers. This is due to the fact that we are dealing with a metallic film, and no disturbing 
effects, because of intemal reflections, take place in the film. 
We see in figure 4.3 that, for all samples, e1 has a negative value over the whole scanned 
energy range. This indicates a large contribution of free charge carriers, for all samples, and 
explains that the unhydrided layers are highly reflective, which is in accordance with data 
from the silver film (section 3.5.2). In figure 4.4, a hardly changing e2 is shown, which means 
that the absorption of the film in unhydrided state is not influenced by the Mg addition. 
Although this unhydrided state is not of technologkal interest, it is illustrative to show the 
difference between this metallic reflective state and the stabie metallic dihydride state, which 
will be treated next. 
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4.1.3 GdxM91-x films in stabie Dihydride state 

4. 1.3. 1 Introduetion 

The unhydrided samples were loaded with hydrogen by exposing the films to hydrogen gas. 
This gas diffuses through the Pd into the GdxMgt-x film, resulting in a temporary (near) 
trihydride state. Because, at room temperature, the partial hydrogen pressure in air is higher 
than the plateau pressure of hydrogen in the film for the dihydride state, the film relaxes 
towards this state and remains stabie [4]. After the first load, switching is only possible 
between the di- and the trihydride states. Transmission and ellipsometry measurements were 
done for all six samples. 
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4. 1.3.2 Ellipsometry measurements of Dihydride state 

The Ellipsometry measurements on the relaxed GdxMg1_x samples in dihydride state are shown 
in figures 4.5 and 4.6. For <e1> the peaks at 2.1 and 4.4 eV become less pronounced as the 
Mg content of the film increases, and simultaneously, the <e1>=0 point shifts towards a 
higher energy. In the <e2> plot we can basically distinguish a rise in the low energy region 
(around 1.5 eV), when there is more Mg in the film. Again, the Gdo.97Mg0_03 sample 
differentiates itself from the others, by not following the trend. 
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figure 4.6: lmaginary part of the measured 
pseudo dielectric function of the GdxM8I-x 
samples in dihydride state. 

To obtain the dielectric functions of the switchable layers, these data were corrected for the 
Si02 prism substrate and the 10 nm Pd protective layer, by means of the model in the 
WV ASE analysis program. The results are shown in figures 4.7 and 4.8. Again, there is no 
difference in shape between the measured and the model generated data, which is because of 
the metallic properties of the films in dihydride state. Regardless of the starting parameters, 
the fitting procedure generates unambiguous results for the dihydride state, when fitting the 
model variables to the measured spectra. Apparently, the absolute minimum in the iteration 
process is easily reached. 

From these fitted spectra we learn that the plasma frequency, COp (where e1 = 0) shifts to 
higher energies when the Mg content of the film increases. Looking at the shape of the fitted 
curves, we see a gradual disappearance of the peaks in e1, for growing Mg content. At the 
same time, e2 showsarisein the low energy range (0.7<hm <2.5 eV). This can, according to 
the Drude model, be ascribed to a growing contribution of absorption due to free charge 
carriers. The slowly disappearing peak at 2.8 eV in e2 indicates a weakening of an interband 
transition, as described by the Lorentz model (section 2.1.3.2), for the Mg-rich films in 
relation to the Mg-poor films. 
The above mentioned behavior of the complex dielectric function can explain phenomena in 
the observed transmission spectra (no transmission window for the samples with high Mg 
content), which will be described next. The absence of a transmission window results in a 
higher optical contrast between the optically transparent (trihydride) and reflective (dihydride) 
states. 
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4.1.3.3 Transmission of dihydride state 

In the dihydride state, transmission measurements on the six samples showed transmission 
windows with peak values between 1.73 eV and 1.78 eV for the four samples with lowest 
magnesium concentrations, see figure 4.10. No transmission window is observed for the 
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samples with 25% and 40% Mg. When having a closer look at these peaks, it tums out that the 
peak position slightly shifts to higher energies with increasing Mg concentration in the film. 

Transmission spectra of these samples, can also be calculated using the measured dielectric 
function of the films. The results of these calculations are shown in figure 4.11 and were done 
by means of a model that represents the flat sample contiguration for the transmission 
experiments (figure 4.9). 
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figure 4.9: Representation of the WV ASE model for flat samples for transmission experiments. 
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When comparing the experimental and the calculated transmission spectra with each other, we 
see a very good agreement conceming the positions of the peaks, as shown in table 4.1. In this 
table, experimental data from van der Sluis et al. [11], who performed similar experiments, 
are presented as well. On the other hand, the absolute value of the peak height is not predicted 
accurately by the calculations. This can be due to deviations in substrate- or film thickness, or 
because of morphology effects. Therefore these calculations will not be used to determine the 
optica! contrast of these films. 
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figure 4.10: Experimental transmission data of 
flat quartz substrates with 200 nm GdxMg1.x 
film and JO nm Pd. 
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figure 4.11: Calculated transmission spectra, 
using the ellipsometry data obtained from the 
six samples in dihydride state. 

Sample Transmission Peak position ( e V) 
%Mg experiment experiment [ 11] calculation 

0 1.73 1.73 1.71 
3 1.76 1.76 1.73 
6 1.77 - 1.74 
10 1.78 1.80 1.76 
25 no peak - 1.80 
40 no peak - nopeak 
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Table 4.1: Transmission peak positions of experiments and calculations. 

The disappearance of the transmission window with increasing magnesium content can be 
attributed to the optical shutter effect of the Mg. This shutter effect was observed by 
Nagengast et al. [14] for YMg films. They performed x-ray and optical experiments which 
show that highly reflective Mg clusters are formed upon hydrogen loading toward the 
dihydride state, that suppress the transmission window. This is also consistent with our 
ellipsometry experiments that show a large contribution of free electrous in dihydride state for 
Mg-rich films and can therefore be explained by the presence of metallic magnesium clusters. 

4.1.4 Hydrogen loading process 

In order to study the switching mechanism of the GdxMgt-x films, we need a controlled 
metbod of hydrogen loading. This is established by an electrochemical hydrogen loading 
process. As described in paragraph 3.3, the partial hydrogen pressure in the EC cell is 
controlled by an applied voltage between the working- and the reference electrodes. This 
enables us to stepwise go through the metal to insuiator transition. The intermediate states are 
studied under equilibrium circumstances, which means that the hydrogen concentration in the 
film has adapted to the, by the applied voltage, enforced partial hydrogen pressure in the 
electrolyte. Because the optica! behavior of the Gdo.94Mgo.o6 sample will be analyzed in great 
detail, later in this work, the loading trajectory of this sample is described in this section. 

4.1.4.1 Pressure-Composition isotherm 

The Nemst equation (3.5) gives the relation between the applied voltage and the partial 
hydrogen pressure in the cell. To calculate the hydrogen fraction of the film, by means of 
equation (3.4), the electrical current signal is monitored constantly. The current signal 
indicates the number of electrous that is used for the hydrogenation reaction at the Pd working 
electrode. However, not all of these electrous are used in the reaction to create hydrogen, part 
of the current, the leak current, is used to load the capacitance of the films. As a part of the 
leak current, we also have to take into account that the electrochemical reaction at the counter 
electrode produces 0 2, which 'pulls' hydrogen out of the film, to preserve equilibrium, this 
must be replenished. For this refilling process, electrous are needed. For future experiments it 
is therefore actvisabie to bubble the cell with argon gas, to keep the cell free of oxygen, to 
reduce the leak current. 

From a time versus current plot, the actual current used for hydrogen creation can be deduced 
by calculating the surface of the peaks (integrating current over time). The nearly constant 
limit below the peaks represents the leak current, see figure 4.12, and must not be included in 
the hydrogen calculation. When the partial hydrogen pressure in the cell reaches 1 bar, 
bubbles of hydrogen gas are formed. This induces a considerable increase of the leak current, 
as can be observed in figure 4.12 (indicated by the blue dasbed lines). 
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figure 4.12: The monitored current signa! which is used todetermine the hydrogenfraction, x, in the 
film. The applied voltages are represented as well. 

Now the correlation between the current signal and the hydrogen content of the film is known, 
as well as the correlation between the applied voltage and the hydrogen pressure in the cell, 
the pressure-composition isotherm can be composed. For the Gdo.9Mg0.06 sample this is shown 
in figure 4.13. 
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figure 4.13: Pressure-composition isothermfor the Gd0.9~g0_06 sampleduringa hydrogen load. The 
dashed line shows atmospheric pressure ( 1 bar). 
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4.1.5 Metalto Insuiator transition 

4. 1.5. 1 Introduetion 

To study the metal to insuiator transition for magnesium added gadolinium films, we will 
describe the hydrogen loading process of the Gdo.94Mgo.o6 sample. Using this sample, the 
influence of a small Mg actdition on the switching process can be studied. 

When equilibrium in the solution was reached, ellipsometry measurements were performed on 
the samples. Equilibrium can be recognized as a constant current signal in the time versus 
current plot. In this situation, all current is used to keep the hydrogen content of the film 
stable, which means that this current is merely leak current. 

4.1.5.2 Ellipsometry measurements during hydragen losding process 

When going stepwise from the dihydride to the trihydride state, rigorous changes are observed 
in the spectra ofboth <ë1> (figure 4.14) and <ë2> (figure 4.15). In these plots we can clearly 
see the development of interterenee peaks in the real and in the imaginary part of the pseudo 
dielectric function of the sample. The measurement of the state with lowest hydrogen 
concentration (.x=2.07, black line) corresponds to the dihydride measurement for this sample 
as shown in figures 4.5 and 4.6 (green lines). For values of x between 2.07 and 2.67, the shape 
of the curves completely changes. While for hydrogen concentrations of x=2.67 and higher, 
the global appearance remains nearly unchanged, however, the peaks become larger. 
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figure 4.14: The real part of the measured 
pseudo dielectric function of the Gdo.9-tA1go.06 
sample during a hydrogen load. With x, the 
ratio of hydrogen atoms to GdMg compound 
atoms. 
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figure 4.15: The imaginary part of the 
measured pseudo dielectric function of the 
Gdo.9-tA1go.06 sample during a hydrogen load. 
With x=HIGdo.9-tA1go.06 .. 
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After correction for substrate and Pd layer, we get unambiguous results for the optica! 
constants of the film under study in dihydride state. As was already mentioned before, the 
fitting procedure converges to the same optica! constants, even when using different starting 
parameters. 
Though, in the near trihydride state, when the metal hydride has become a (partially) 
transparent insulating film, the situation is much more complicated. We then clearly have to 
cope with the influence of the reflective Pd cap layer. This results in multiple reflections in the 
transparent film, which causes interference in the measured ellipsometry data. Obviously, this 
has to be corrected for. To extract the dielectric function of the metal hydride film from the 
measured ellipsometry data, we used a semiconductor model for the switching film. However, 
no unique results were obtained. The fitting procedure ends up in local iteration minima that 
show a large roughness which can, physically seen, not be correct. Therefore we imposed an 
extra restrietion to the fitting procedure: every next fit was based on the previous fit results. 
The measured data show that no radical changes in the dielectric function take place between 
two measurements, which justifies this fit procedure. By using previous fit results as new 
starting parameters, the fitting procedure is directed towards the minimum of the iteration 
process. 

We present the results obtained from the Gdo.94Mgo.o6 sample. Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show the 
development of respectively c1 and c2, as a function of the hydrogen concentration in the 
metal hydride film. 
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figure 4.16: The real part ofthe dielectricfunctionfor the Gd0.9Pgo.06 film duringa hydrogen load. 
With x= Hl Gdo.9Pgo.o6·· 
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lt can beseen that an increase of the hydragen pressure forces the plasma frequency (where e1 

= 0) to lower energies, indicating a decrease of the number of free charge carriers, causing a 
decrease in reflection. At a certain point, the plasma frequency moves out of the energy range 
of the ellipsometer. When the hydragen content of the GdxMgt-x film is increased further, the 
film becomes transparent for visible light. In this region, oscillations in the pseudo dielectric 
function are observed. This interference is caused by the intemal reflections in the transparent 
GdxMgt-x film, and is corrected by the model. 
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figure 4.17: lmaginary part ofthe dielectricfunctionfor the Gdo.9~8o.06film duringa hydrogen load. 

The e2 spectra show high values in the low energy range for low hydragen content, indicating 
absorption due to free charge carriers. When increasing the hydragen pressure, semiconductor 
features are observed: an increase in absorption for the higher energy range (above the band 
edge), while for the lower energies e2 decreases drastically. Optically this means that the film 
becomes more transparent for 0.7<tzm <2.5 eV, with increasing x. 

Por the other films with a higher Mg concentration, the optical measurements were highly 
influenced by the Mg optical behavior. This inhibits the Mg to MgH2 transition for a hydragen 
pressure between the gadolinium dihydride and trihydride states. Therefore, the optically 
transparent region is limited to the region between the formation of the transparent MgH2 and 
the point where we reach 1 bar hydragen pressure. 

The Gd0.60Mgo.4o sample showed a hardly changing metallic behavior up to a partial hydragen 
pressure of the order of 104 Pa. This can be ascribed to the large amount of Mg clusters that 
dominate the optical behavior of the film until the Mg has become transparent (MgH2). From 
this point, a sudden insulating behavior was observed because the Gd had already reached a 
near trihydride state. 
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4.1.6 Ellipsometry on transparent Trihydride state 

To study the influence of magnesium on the transparent trihydride state, we compare the pure 
gadolinium sample to the Gdo.94Mgo.o6 and the Gdo.6oMgo.4o samples in the insulating state. 
The results are shown in figures 4.18 and 4.19. All spectra show interterenee peaks, especially 
the sample with the highest Mg content shows peaks with very large amplitudes (out of the 
range of the plot), -900 up to +400 for <ê1> and -650 up to +300 for <ê2>. lt can also beseen 
that the Mg concentration in the film influences the positions of the peaks. However, the 
energy differences between the positions of the two largest peaks remains the same for all 
samples: about 0.94 ± 0.02 eV, which indicates that the film thickness is the same for all 
samples (200 nm). 
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figure 4.18: Measured pseudo E1 for three 
samples at 1 bar hydrogen pressure. 
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figure 4.19: Measured pseudo E2 for three 
samples at 1 bar hydrogen pressure. 

With the help of our model, the measured pseudo dielectric function is translated to the film 
dielectric function, as shown in figures 4.20 and 4.21. These plots show that the optica! 
bandgap energy moves towards higher energies with increasing magnesium content. This 
makes the Mg-rich samples more color neutral in the visible light region. The position of the 
band edge is for the pure Gd sample at 2.8 eV, while the Gdo.6oMgo.4o has an optica! band gap 
of3.4 eV. 

However, it is striking that for every sample we can distinguish some absorption in the 
bandgap, with a maximum located between 1.5 and 2.0 eV. This non-zero absorption is not in 
agreement with the calculations of von Rottkay et al. [13]. Assuming that von Rottkay used a 
Lorentz oscillator model, in his work, to fit for the trihydride state, it can be explained that no 
absorption was found in the bandgap. When the model oscillators are positioned above the 
bandgap, this directly induces zero absorption in the bandgap. On the other hand, one must 
also keep in mind that the maximum hydrogen pressure in our setup is 1 bar, while in [13] the 
spectra were obtained at 5 bar hydrogen pressure. This means that von Rottkay measured 
closer to the stoichiometrie trihydride state and in that case, a smaller amount of defect sites is 
present in the film, reducing the absorption. 
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figure 4.20: E1 for three films in near trihydride 
state. 

4.2 Yttrium Lanthanum alloys 

4.2.1 Introduetion 

Photon Energy (eV) 

figure 4.21: E2 for three films in near 
trihydride state. 

Similar to the gadolinium-magnesium compounds, the optical and electronic properties of 
yttrium-lanthanum alloys are investigated. However, there is an evident difference between 
these two systems. Gadolinium is a trivalent rare earth metal that shows reversible optical 
switching between its di- and trihydride state, while magnesium is a divalent metal that is 
highly reflective and becomes transparent in its MgH2 state. On the other hand, yttrium and 
lanthanum are both trivalent rare earth elements that exhibit a metal to insuiator transition 
between their REH2 and REH3 states. Alloying of these materials aims at tuning the 
switchable film's optica! properties. 
Three alloys were studied, all deposited on a quartz prism: pure yttrium, Y o.soLao.zo and 
Y0.60Lao.40, which will be treated more extensively. The deposited film had a thickness of 440 
nm and the Pd caplayer measured 20 nm. 

4.2.2 Ellipsometry on Dihydride state 

The stabie dihydride state of the different Y-La alloys was probed with ellipsometry. Because 
the correction of the pseudo dielectric function for the substrate and the Pd film, did not affect 
the shapes of the curves, we placed the measured data in Appendix C. The corrected film 
dielectric function components are shown in figures 4.22 and 4.23. 
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figure 4.22: Real part of the dieleetic function 
for the three Y-La alloys in dihydride state. 
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figure 4.23: Imaginary part of dieleetic function 
for three Y-La alloy films in dihydride state. 

We see that a lanthanum actdition to the yttrium slightly forces the plasma frequency towards a 
lower energy. This is in accordance with observations of Peterman et al. [5], showing that 
pure La in dihydride state has a plasma frequency at 1.1 eV, while for pure Y this is 1.6 eV. 
Also, actdition of La increases e2 for low energies, which indicates more absorption in that 
region. 

4.2.3 Metal to Insuiator transition 

The hydragen loading process, represented by means of the time-current plot and the pressure
composition isotherm is depicted in Appendix C, because of its similarity with figures 4.12 
and 4.13 for the Gd-Mg compound. The development of the dielectric function for the 
Yo.6oLao.4o sample is shown in figures 4.24 and 4.25. 
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figure 4.24: The measured pseudo Eb for theY0.6aLao.4o sample showing a sudden turn towards 
negative values for x=2.93. 
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lt can beseen that, when reaching the near trihydride state (.x=2.93), we measure a spectacular 
behavior of <ë1> and <ë2>. The oscillation in <ë1> shows a sudden bend toward a negative 
value and crosses the <ë1>=0 line at a pboton energy of 0.84 eV. We also see <ë2> oscillating 
around a non-zero value. 
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figure 4.25: The measured pseudo t:2. for theYo.6aLao.4o sample showing an increase of the oscillation 
amplitude with decreasing energy for x=2.93. 

When analyzing these data, we see that as long as the film is opaque, the fitting procedure 
converges towards the minimum within a few iteration steps. The model generated data of 
these mainly absorbing and reflective films during the hydrogen load, are shown in figures 
4.26 an 4.27. U pon hydrogen loading, the plasmafrequency is forced towards the infrared 
(figure 4.26) and the development of a band edge around 2.7 eV is visible as well (figure 
4.27). Though, when the film becomes transparent, the modeling procedure becomes unstable 
and therefore the transparent state will be described later. 
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figure 4.26: ê1 for the opaque states of 
theYo.6aLao.4ofilm during hydrogen load. 
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4.2.4 Analysis of near trihydride state 

The sudden zero crossing of <t:1> in figure 4.24 can be interpreted as a reappearance of the 
plasmafrequency, however, it might also be due to the interference. At the same time, the 
behavior of <t:2> shows oscillations around a non-zero value and the amplitude of the 
oscillations tends to grow for decreasing energies. This combination can indicate a 
contribution of free charge carriers in the near trihydride state. This can be a contractietion in 
itself: a sudden increase of a metallic contribution in a near insulating state. Therefore, the 
analysis of the measured ellipsometric spectra of this near trihydride state (x=2.93), is crucial 
for the determination of the origin of the observed phenomena. 

4.2.4. 1 Model and Fitting procedure 

To determine the optical constants of the Yo.6oLao.4o film in its x=2.93 state, the measured 
ellipsometric data have to be corrected for the interference peaks, using the model as 
described in paragraph 3.2. When dealing with transparent films, the starting values for the fit 
parameters can influence the result of the fitting procedure. In this case we used two different 
sets of starting parameters, which will be described next. 

When using the x=2.72 fitted optical constants, which contain no specific metallic 
contribution, as starting parameters for the fitting procedure of the x=2.93 measurement, we 
obtain a dielectric function that is shown in figure 4.28. Apparently, the zero crossing of <t:1> 
can be fitted by a combination of e1 and e2 that are nearly constant for low energies. A 
bandgap is clearly observed and a nonzero absorption is present in the bandgap. This can be 
an indication that the zero crossing is merely an effect of interference. 
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figure 4.28: The result after fitting the film optica[ constants to the experimental data, using the 
x=2. 72 optica[ constants as starting parameters. 

Assuming that free electron contributions are present, a new model film approximation for 
fitting is composed. This new set of optical constants represents a homogeneous film that 
consists of a combination of an insulating partand an additional metallic part, which includes 
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the free charge carrier contribution. This Effective Medium Approximation (EMA) film is 
used as starting point for the fitting procedure. As can beseen in figure 4.29 this EMA film is 
composed of 94% stoichiometrie trihydride and 6% gold. The stoichiometrie trihydride is an 
artificially generated model approximation to represent the metal hydride film when all 
vacancy sites are occupied and no defects are present in the lattice. This means an insulating 
film with zero absorption below the bandgap energy. The lower energy part of e1 was 
generated using Kramers-Kronig. 
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Figure 4.29: The two componentsof the Effective Medium Approximation (EMA) film. a) shows the 
stoichiometrie trihydride approximation. b) shows the metallic part, in this case we used 6% of gold 
in the EMA film. 

After using this EMA layer as a starting value to fit the experimental results, we again obtain a 
good fit. The resulting dielectric function for the transparent film is shown in figure 4.30. The 
contribution of the metallic part can clearly be distinguished for energies below 1 eV. We can 
make a distinction between free charge carriers and localized impurities, which can be 
recognized as absorption states within the optica! bandgap. Figure 4.30 shows a peak of 
absorption, localized between 1.4 and 1.8 eV. Bes i des there is structureless absorption ( e2= 1) 
below the bandgap as well. 
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figure 4.30: The result after fitting theEMA-modelfilm to the experimental data. 
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When camparing these two fits, there is no difference between the two modellayers above the 
bandgap (2.7 eV). In the bandgap, however, we see a large influence of the metallic 
contribution. Also, the absorption peak at 1.6 eV is notpresent in the the model film without a 
metallic part (figure 4.28). 
For further analysis it is important to keep in mind that the fitting procedure in the WVASE 
analysis program is merely a mathematica! way to determine the optica! constants of a film. 
Therefore the physical interpretation must be our guide through this procedure and will be 
described in the next paragraph. 

4.2.5 Two Dimensional Layered Structure 

4.2.5. 1 Disorder to Order Transition 

Neutron diffraction experiments on pure yttrium hydrides [1] show that at room temperature, a 
phase transition occurs when the YH2.ss state is reached, which can be interpreted as a 
disorder to order transition of the octahedral hydrogen sites [1 0], [16]. The disordered vacancy 
phase is insulating, while the ordered phase shows DC conductivity. During this 
rearrangement of the vacancy sites, a layered superstructure is developed, with alternating 
conducting and insulating sheets. The conducting sheets with high hydrogen vacancy density 
provide good conduction, even for very low vacancy densities [ 1 0]. These metallic sheets are 
separated by insulating YH3 sheets, which dominate the optica! properties for 8<0.15. It can 
therefore be established that the x=2.93 state at room temperature is in the region where 
ordering of the octahedral sites has taken place. 

4.2.5.2 Tempersture dependent Resistance 

Temperature dependent resistance measurements on hydrogen deficient trihydride (YH3_ö) by 
Huiberts [15], show a temperature dependenee of the electrical resistivity within a large 
temperature range (20 :::; T :::; 350 K), which is logarithmic for 20 :::; T :::; 200 K. This indicates 
the presence of free charge carriers in the hydrogen deficient trihydride. A plausible 
explanation for metallic conduction in this state, relies on the formation of a superstructure of 
the octahedral hydrogen sites. The temperature dependenee also implies that a variation of the 
temperature, may induce a phase transition, with unchanged hydrogen content in the film. 

Since the conditions of the sample in x=2.93 state, during the ellipsametrie measurement, are 
comparable to the above mentioned region of temperature dependent resistivity, we can state 
that there is presence of metallic conduction in this sample in its near trihydride state. 
Therefore, the EMA film model, that incorporates a contribution of free charge carriers, is the 
most reliable model to use. 
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4.2.5.3 Optica/ Absorption 

Another argument for the validity of the 
presented model using EMA, with a metallic 
contribution, is given by optica! absorption 
spectroscopy measurements on LaHx at 4.2 K 
between the dihydride and trihydride states, 
done by Peterman et al. [5]. From these 
absorption spectra the dielectric function was 
calculated, using Kramers-Kronig analysis. 
The calculated dielectric function for the 
x=2.63 state (see figure 4.31) shows a shape 
that resembles our EMA model calculation 
for the x=2.93 state. In e2 a strong reduction 
of absorption takes place between 0.7 and 2.2 
eV, which can be associated with a bandgap, 
however, there is still a considerable amount 
of absorption in this range. The combination 
of a plasma frequency at 0.2 e V and a steeply 
growing e2 below 0.7 eV, indicates the 
presence of 'free electrens'. 

To justify a comparison of our x=2.93 
measurement to the experiments done by 
Peterman, it first has to be established that the 
LaHx sample, with x=2.63 at 4.2 K is in the 
ordered phase as well. In lanthanum hydrides, 
the transition of a random distribution to a 
superstructure of octahedral hydrogen, can be 
recognized by a tetragonal distortien of the 
lanthanum sublattice in LaHx while 
decreasing the temperature [ 16], [ 17]. The 
lattice transformation temperature for x=2.63 
is about 200 K, which means that at 4.2 K a 
superlattice of octahedral hydrogen sites has 
formed. 
Therefore, the LaH2.63 state can be compared 
to our experiment in near trihydride state 
(x=2.93). 

4.2.5.4 Metal to Insuiator transition 
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figure 4.31: Calculated dielectric function of 
LaHx at 4.2 K. Obtainedfrom [5]. 

Consictering the observations of our ellipsometry experiments in combination with the results 
that were just described, we believe that the observed behavior of the pseudo optica! constauts 
for x=2.93, can be explained by a metallic contribution in the film in near trihydride state. 
This metallic contribution, which we introduced in the model using EMA, describes the 
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optical behavior of the conducting sheets in the octahedral hydrogen superlattice that is 
formed for the near stoichiometrie trihydride state (8<0.15) at room temperature. 

Therefore, the metalto insuiator transition can bedescribed as follows: 
In the process of filling the dihydride film with hydrogen, the plasma frequency moves 
towards lower energies. This can be explained by using a three dimensional model for the 
charge carriers: the hydrogen atoms randomly fill octahedral vacancy sites, causing a decrease 
in number of charge carriers which makes the film more insulating. However, a phase 
transition occurs when the YH2.8s state is reached, which implies a disorder to order transition 
of the octahedral hydrogen sites. The ordered phase consists of a layered superstructure of 
octahedral hydrogen, which entails a new metallic contribution. This explains the observed 
reappearance of the plasma frequency. 
When adding more hydrogen to the film, more vacancy sites will be filled and the number of 
insulating sheets will grow, and at a certain point, the conducting sheets will break. In this 
process, the plasma frequency is again forced towards lower energies. When ultimately the 
stoichiometrie trihydride state is reached, the film will be an insuiator with a clear bandgap 
and no structureless absorption in the bandgap. 
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5 Conclusions and 
Recommendations 

5.1 Gd-Mg compounds 

Camparing the unhydrided metallic state to the metallic dihydride state, it is clear that the as 
deposited films have a much more metallic like behavior, which means that the samples are 
highly reflective in the visible light region. However, the Gdo.6oMgo.4o sample in dihydride 
state also has optica! properties that indicate a large contribution of free charge carriers. This 
can be explained by the presence of a large amount of highly reflective metallic Mg clusters. 
The transmission window, observed in the Mg-poor (<25% Mg) samples, is notpresent in this 
sample, because of its high plasma frequency and strong absorption in the low energy range. 
The absence of this window causes a higher optica! contrast between the transparent trihydride 
and reflective dihydride state. This can be very useful for technological applications, however, 
the switching time of the Mg-rich samples is considerably longer than for films with low 
magnesium content, due to slow MgH2 kinetics. 

During the stepwise electrochemical loading process, the development of a bandgap can 
clearly be observed: The plasma frequency shifts to lower energies (out of the range of the 
ellipsometer), while ë2 shows a considerable decrease of absorption below the optica! bandgap 
energy and an increase for higher energies. It is also clear that the actdition of Mg makes the 
band edge shift to higher energies, causing a color neutral (visible light) trihydride state for the 
Gd0.60Mgo.4o film. Mg influences the bandgap by enlarging it, because of its own large 
bandgap (absorption edge at 5.16 eV). However, it is striking that we always observe some 
absorption in the bandgap. This can be due to the presence of charge carriers in the near 
trihydride state, which will be discussed later when treating the yttrium lanthanum system. 
Another reason for this absorption can be defect sites due to lattice mismatch on the substrate. 

The influence of the Mg addition to the Gd films is in accordance with the observations of 
Nagengast et al. [14], who studied Y-Mg compounds. Upon hydrogen loading, YH2 is formed 
and in the mean time, metallic Mg clusters develop. These highly reflective clusters dominate 
the optica! behavior of the film, until the highly transparent MgH2 is created at higher 
hydrogen pressure. From this point, the optica! behavior is determined by the YH3_0 phase. 
Our experiments show that the Gd sample with 40% Mg has an abrupt change from metallic 
to insulating behavior at a hydrogen pressure near 1 bar, while the Mg-poor samples have a 
gradual transition from the reflective to the transparent state. This indicates that a small 
number of Mg clusters has a small influence on the optica! behavior of the film as a whole, 
while a high Mg content dominates the optica! properties until MgH2 is formed. 
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5.2 V -La alloys 

The addition of La to Y films, results in a small shift towards lower energies of the plasma 
frequency in the dihydride state, at the same time, absorption increases in the low energy 
region. The hydragen loading process of the Y-La samples pragresses smoothly, because Y 
and La both are trivalent RE metals with similar switching properties. 

The observed behavior of <e1> and <ë2> for the near trihydride state (.x=2.93) of the 
Y0.60Lao.4o sample has been studied with two different film models, that both give good fit 
results. The fact that the model that incorporates no metallic contribution, is capable to fit for 
the observed zero crossing of <ë1> might indicate that this phenomenon is merely due to 
interference in the transparent film. On the other hand, we used an EMA model film, which 
represents a homogeneaus film, consisting of a bandgap insuiator and an additional 
contribution of free electrons, by means of a metallic component. 
Because a temperature dependent resistivity was observed [ 1 0] for the hydragen deficient 
trihydride state, a contribution of free charge carriers in this state is realistic. We also know 
that in yttrium, for x=2.85, a phase transition occurs, which can be associated with an disorder 
to order transition of the octahedral vacancy sites [10], [16]. A layered superstructure is 
developed, with altemating insulating (YH3) and conducting sheets. The formation of these 
conducting sheetscan be responsible for the reappearance of the plasma frequency, while the 
insulating matrix determines the optica! behavior. Another indication that supports the 
presence of free charge carriers in the near trihydride state is given by absorption 
measurements on LaHx from which a dielectric function is calculated with a shape comparable 
to our EMA fitted model. Because this measurement was done below the lattice 
transformation temperature [ 17], a layered superstructure of octahedral hydragen sites was 
present in this sample as well, and justifies comparison to our results. 

Regarding these arguments, the observed behavior of the optica! constauts for x=2.93 can be 
explained by a suddenly growing contribution of free charge carriers in this substoichiometrie 
trihydride state. This occurs because of rearrangement of the octahedral hydragen sites into a 
2D layered structure, which is introduced by the presented EMA model. 

lt is not very likely that the stoichiometrie trihydride state can be achieved by electrochemical 
hydragen loading, because this process is limited to a hydragen pressure of 1 bar. Moreover, 
the substrate influences the number of defect sites in the film, which works out in extra 
absorption and an increased conductivity. When growing a film epitaxially on a substrate with 
comparable lattice constants, for instanee CaF2 (111 ), less defect sites will be created and 
there will be less absorption in the bandgap. 

For future work, the praof of the presence of a layered structure in the near trihydride state, it 
is advisable to do ellipsometry measurements in the far infrared. This very low energy region 
is interesting because it allows us to follow the behavior of the plasma frequency when 
approaching the disorder to order phase transition. Ellipsometry has the advantage compared 
to other optica! techniques, to detect a very small amount of absorption in an insulating 
matrix. Besides, the influence of the Pd cap layer can be excluded by rnadeling the measured 
data. 
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Appendix A 

The origin of the Band Gap 

The origin of the band gap can be illustrated by a simple model. Consirlering the Bragg 
condition, fora wave in one direction (eg. x) it becomes: 

kx = ± J/2 Gx (A.l) 

The x-component of the reciprocallattice vector equals Gx = 21Cnla. The first reflections and 
consequently the first energy gaps occur at k = ± 7rla. At these points the time dependent 
Schrödinger equation results in a standing wave due to simultaneously left and right traveling 
waves of the form: 

1r 1r 
i(-x) -i(-x) 

'P±(x) = A(e a ± e a ) 
(A.2) 

The 'P + wave function pil es the electrans at the ion cores, where the potential is very low, 
which results in a low energy. The 'P_ wave function concentrates the electrans between the 
ion cores where the potentialis less negative, resulting in a higher energy. 

lt is important to note that these wave functions have different energies while having the same 

wave vector k . The energy difference between these two levels is called the energy gap and is 
a forbidden zone at the Brillouin zone k = 7rla. 
The essence of the nearly free electron model is that the electrans are in a certain way "bound" 
to the ions, this allows us to explain the difference between semiconductors and metals, which 
can be described by a free electron model. 

Knowing that the Ferrni level deterrnines conducting properties, it can be seen that when the 
Ferrni level lies within the conduction band, the material is a metal. In case the Ferrni level is 
positioned between the conduction band and the lower lying valenee bands, the material is a 
semiconductor. As a typical example for this work, the positions of the Ferrni level in 
different hydrided states of yttrium are shown in figure A.I. 
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a) unhydrided yttrium, Fermi level in 
conduction band. 

b) dihydride state, less electrons in 
conduction band. Still metallic behavior 
because Fermi level is in conduction 
band. 

c) trihydride state, Fermi level in band 
gap, therefore semiconducting 
behavior. 

(a) 
Fermllevel 

4d5s 

(b) Fermliltvel 

(c) 

4d5s 

Fermllevel 

EP, • :t 1 .8 eV 
4d5s 

Y (metallic) 

YH
2 

(metallic) 

YHa (semi conductlve) 

figure A.l: Schematic overview of the density of states and the position of the Fermi level in the 
different hydrogenation phases of yttrium. 
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Appendix B 

Optical Absorption and Interband Transitions 

In this chapter we wish to study the absorption of visible light by a solid. The relationships 
between optica! properties in crystals and the electronic band structure of the crystal will be 
treated. Quanturn theory will be used to interpret the band-to-band transitions. 
A radiation field that is interacting with the electronic states of a crystal may induce both 
interband and intraband transitions. The ground state of semiconductors and insuiators at 
absolute zero temperature consists of completely occupied or completely empty bands, 
therefore only interband transitions can take place. At higher temperatures, intraband 
transitions can also take place by long wavelength (IR) absorption by free charge carriers. 
However, in the visible and UV range interband transitions are most important. 

The effect of an External Radiation Field on electronic band 
Transitions 

A system consisting of N electrons has a kinetic energy: 

N p~ 
Ekin- I.. -

2 i=I m 

(B.l) 

In case an electromagnetic field is applied to the material, this expression has to be replaced 
by 

_ ~ p~ +e·A(ri't)/c 
Ekin ~ 

i=I 2m (B.2) 

here e is the electron charge, A is the vector potential of the Electro Magnetic field and the 
scalar potential has been taken zero, without loss of generality. Now we find that the 
interaction Hamiltonian of electrons in a radiation field can be described by: 

(B.3) 

The effect of a radiation field on the crystal states can be studied by treating HeR as a time
dependent perturbation term on the electronic states of the crystal. This perturbation term will 
cause electrans to move from an occupied state to an unoccupied state. The transition 
probability will give us inforrnation about the electronic structure and about the optica! 
properties of the crystal. 
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Quanturn mechanica! first order perturbation theory is used to calculate the transition 
probability per unit time of an electron that moves from an initia! state of energy Ei to a final 
state of energy E1. This transition is caused by a perturbation of the form Le±iwt resulting in a 
transition probability of 

(B.4) 

The interpretation of this relation is that a perturbation Le·irot induces transitions with 
absorption of an energy quanturn lim, while Leirot accounts for an emission of lim. 
lf the initia! state is the ground state, only absorption can take place. Higher order transition 
probabilities can be calculated as well. In these cases the number of quanta absorbed or 
emitted gives the order of the transition. The matrix elements connecting the initia! and the 
final state through different intermediate states are divided by energy differences of an 
appropriate number of quanta lim. 

The ground state of an electronic system can be written as a Slater determinant: 

(B.S) 

where A is the antisymmetrizing operator, Nis the number of unit cells, v refers to a specific 
valenee band and a and f3 are the spin eigenfunctions. An excited state in the valenee band 
can be written as 

'P' = A {lf/cklri)a(l)lJickJ(rz)/3(2) ... lf/ckislrn) ... lf/ckN (r2N){3(2N)} (B.6) 

To compute the transition probability between the ground state 'Po and an excited state 'P', 
the matrix elements of the interaction Hamiltonian (HeR (formule boven)) need to be 
calculated: 

(B.7) 

The vector potential A of a radiation field with frequency ro can be written as 

(B.8) 

where e is the polarization vector in the direction of the electric field and 1J is the wave vector 
of the radiation (photon momentum). Combining these last two expressions, we find for the 
transition probability of absorption: 

(B.9) 

which is the basic expression for computing optica! constants in the frequency region of 
interband transitions. Now consider the matrix element, using selection rules it results that: 
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(B.lO) 

This latter equation expresses the conservation of momenturn in crystals, with G being any 
reciprocallattice vector. 
In the visible and UV region the pboton energies are of the order of 1 eV (-104A..), the 
contribution of 17 in the conservation law can he neglected because 

(B.ll) 

while k=27rla and a is of the order of a few Angström. This results in kt = k; + G. 
Furthermore, since kt and k; are confined to the first Brillouin zone, we may write kt = k; 
(dipole approximation of the conservation law). This means that the transition probability is 
non zero, only for "vertical" transitionsin an energy band diagram (direct transition). Now the 
transition probability can he written as 

where 

(o/ck Ie • Pl\}/vk) = e • Jo/: (k, r )( -iliV)o/v (k, r )dr 
crystal 
volume 

(B.12) 

(B.13) 

To obtain an expression for the number of transitions W( ro) per unit time per unit volume, 
induced by light of frequency ro, we must make a summation over all possible states in the 
unit volume (all wave veetors k, both spins a and {3, and both the v and c bands). Since all 
allowed wave veetors k are distributed in the first Brillouin zone with a density V/(2tr), we 
get for W( ro): 

(B.l4) 

Conneetion of electronic band structure to optical constants 

Optica! constants that are used to descri he the optica! properties of matter can he derived from 
the expression for W( ro). Usually, optica! properties are expressed in terms of the complex 
index of refraction (ii = n + ik) or the complex dielectric function ( e = e1 + ie2 ). ii and e are 
connected by the relation 

(B.15) 
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The absorption coefficient a is defined as the fraction of the energy flux that is absorbed by a 
medium per unit time per unit volume. Using the optical constants, a can be written as: 

2km m 
a=--=-e2 

c nc (B.16) 

The energy flux is defined as the product of the energy density and the velocity of propagation 
in the medium (c/n). The average energy density u in a medium of a radiation field described 
by the vector potential (B.8) is given by: 

The absorption coefficient a can now be written as 

a(m) = 1imW(m) 
c 

u
n 

Now we substitute the expression for W( m). 

(B.17) 

(B.l8) 

(B.19) 

From this the imaginary part of the dielectric function can be calculated, using (B.19): 

(B.20) 

This is the basic expression which connects the band structure with the optical properties. The 
expression for EJ( m) can be found by using the Kamers-Kronig relations. In principle, once the 
band structure is known, the complex dielectric function can be calculated and all optical 
constauts can be computed. 

The matrix element I( \{lek Ie • pllJ' vk t can be assumed to be constant and can therefore be placed 

in front of the integral. In this case ê2( m) is proportional to I lol and to: 

(B.21) 

this is the Joint Density Of States (JDOS) and can be written in a more convenient way: 
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(B.22) 

Here dS is a surface element in k-space of the surface defined by Ec(k)- Ev(k) = E. 
The JDOS for interband transitions, between the valenee and conduction bands, as a function 
of E shows strong variations in the neighborhood of particular values of E which are called 
critica! point energies. From the equation above (B.22) we can conclude that these 
singularities occur when 

(B.23) 

lev reaches a maximum at these points and so do e2 and a. This implies that a transition 
between states for which the partial derivatives are zero, is more probable than a transition 
between states for which the partial derivatives are not equal to zero. Concluding, direct 
transitions from states in the energy maximum of the valenee band to the energy minimum of 
the conduction band are most probable to occur. 
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Appendix C 

V-La Hydragenation 
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figure C.l: The hydragen toading process ofthe Yo.6oLao.4ofilm is represented by means ofthe time
current plot. 
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V-La Ellipsometry Measurements 
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ft gure C.3: Measured re al part of the dielectric function of the prism sample with 500 nm Y film, 
covered with 15 nm Pd, as a function of the applied voltage. 
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figure C.4: Measured imaginairy part ofthe dielectricfunction ofthe prism sample with 500 nm Y 
film, covered with 15 nm Pd, as a function of the applied voltage. 
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figure C.5: Measured real part ofthe dielectricfunction ofthe prism sample with 500 nm Y0.8oLa0.20 

film, covered with 15 nm Pd, as a function of the applied voltage. 
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figure C.6: Measured imaginary part ofthe dielectricfunction ofthe prism sample with 500 nm 
Y0.8oLa0.20 film, covered with 15 nm Pd, as a function of the applied voltage. 
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